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1. This Ruling discusses the interaction between Division 11 and 
Division 78 of A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999 
(the GST Act) where a payment of money or a supply is made by an 
insurer in the course of settling a claim under an insurance policy. 

2. The Ruling applies to insurers that provide, or are liable to 
provide, consideration for a supply in settlement of an insurance claim. 

3. The Ruling discusses: 
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Ruling with Explanation 28 
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• an insurer’s entitlement to input tax 
Division 11; 

credits under 

of an 

rovide goods 
rvices to the insured or a third party; 

 or third party 
cilitates payment on behalf of the 

d or a third 

g adjustment under 
ttles a claim; and 

yments made 

ation scheme; and 

ird party scheme.1 

4. 

ot e entities referred to in the examples in this 
Ruling satisfy all of the necessary requirements in: 

on 9-5 for taxable supplies; 

redits; and 

g 

• the GST consequences of the settlement 
insurance claim where the insurer: 

– organises with another entity to p
or se

– makes a payment to the insured
or merely fa
insured; or 

– provides a voucher to the insure
party; 

• whether an insurer has a decreasin
Division 78 when the insurer se

• the GST consequences of various pa
under: 

– a workers’ compens

– a compulsory th

Unless otherwise stated, all legislative references in this 
Ruling are to the GST Act. Also, it can be assumed that, unless 

herwise indicated, th

• secti

• section 11-20 for entitlement to input tax c

• section 78-10 for entitlement to decreasin
adjustments. 

 

Date of effect 
5.  This Ruling explains the Commissioner’s view of 
applied from 1 July 2000. You can rely upon this Rulin
its date of issue for the purposes of former section 105-60 or 

the law as it 
g on and from 

section 357-60 of Schedule 1 to the Taxation Administration Act 1953 

6. If this Ruling conflicts with a previous private ruling that you 
have obtained or a previous public ruling, this public ruling prevails. 
However, if you have relied on a previous ruling, you are protected in 
respect of what you have done up to the date of issue of this public 
ruling. This means that if you have underpaid an amount of GST, you 
are not liable for the shortfall prior to the date of issue of this later 
ruling. Similarly, you are not liable to repay an amount overpaid by 
the Commissioner as a refund. 
                                                

(as applicable). 

 
1 Note that there are additional provisions in Division 79 that modify the application of 

Division 78 to compulsory third party schemes. 
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Note:  the following Addenda affect when y
parts of this Ruling: 

• The Addendum to this Ruling that 
15 August 2007, explains
the law as it applied from 1 J
upon the Addendum on 

ou can rely on certain 

issued on 
 the Commissioner’s view of 

uly 2007. You can rely 
and from its date of issue for 

tion 105-60 or 
 Taxation 

licable). 

ssued on 
ains the Commissioner’s view 

e and after its date of 
ect to the transitional arrangements at 

is Ruling, you can rely on 
e 

oses of 
he Taxation 

• The Addendum to this Ruling that issued on 
 July 2013 explains the Commissioner’s view of the 

n 
te of issue for the 

hedule 1 to the 
953. 

entities have treated 
yments for GST-free 

existed before the 
ome of these 
 In some cases, 
ments will instead be 

treated as consideration for taxable supplies to the payers. To allow 
these affected entities sufficient time to make necessary changes to 
their practices and systems, entities may continue to rely on this 

sued on 
 2012. 

f an affected supplier relies or 
has relied on this Ruling to determine that they did not make a 
taxable supply then no GST is payable on that supply. This means 
that the amount of input tax credit to which a recipient is entitled is 
zero.1A 

                                                

the purposes of former sec
section 357-60 of Schedule 1 to the
Administration Act 1953 (as app

• The Addendum to this Ruling that i
14 December 2011 expl
of the law as it applied befor
issue. Subj
paragraphs 6A and 6B of th
this Addendum from its date of issu
(14 December 2011) for the purp
section 357-60 of Schedule 1 to t
Administration Act 1953. 

10
law as it applied on and from 1 July 2013. You ca
rely on this Addendum from its da
purposes of section 357-60 of Sc
Taxation Administration Act 1

 
Transitional arrangements 
6A. In the context of health services, some 
certain payments as being third party pa
supplies, based on the views in this Ruling as it 
Addendum that issued on 14 December 2011. S
arrangements will be affected by the Addendum.
based on the views in that Addendum, such pay

Ruling as it existed before the Addendum that is
14 December 2011 up to and including 30 June

6B. In the above circumstances, i

 
1A Section 11-25 of the GST Act and subsection 357-60(3) of Schedule 1 to the 
Taxation Administration Act 1953, which applies from 1 July 2010. Before 1 July 
2010, the Commissioner’s view is that section 11-25 of the GST Act and former 
section 105-60 of Schedule 1 to the TAA apply to provide the same outcome, that is 
the recipient's input tax credit in respect of that payment is zero. 
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6C. From 1 July 2012, some of the supplies referred to in 
paragraph 9A are GST-free under section 38-60.1B 

 

6D. [Omitted]. 

Background 
Settlement of claims 
7.  number of 

or example, if 
ay: 

ith a cash 
iring the goods; 

oucher to 

e supplier directly for goods being 

s or to supply 

he 

he term ‘third 
 liability to. 

ecause of 
tly, the 
ettlement of 

9. , the insurer may 
pa  the event of a total loss or 

rovide the insured 
w sured. 

10. If a person is injured at work and makes a workers’ 
compensation claim against the employer, then the insurer may make 
certain arrangements which include payments for: 

ry (for 
example, the injured worker may be referred to a 
medical specialist for treatment); 

• referral to the workers’ compensation insurer’s 
nominated medical provider for a report on the injured 
worker’s condition (including any travel costs); and 

                                                

Under a general insurance policy, there are a
alternatives available to an insurer in settling a claim. F
insured goods are damaged, lost or stolen, an insurer m

• reimburse the insured or a third party w
payment for replacing or repa

• provide the insured or a third party with a v
replace the goods; 

• arrange to pay th
supplied to the insured or a third party; 

• organise for a supplier to repair the good
replacement goods to the insured or a third party; or 

• acquire replacement goods and supply them to t
insured or a third party. 

8. For the purposes of this Ruling, when we use t
party’, we are referring to an entity that the insured has a
For example, the insured has a liability to an entity b
damage caused by the insured to that entity. Consequen
insurer may make a payment or a supply to that entity in s
the insured’s claim under the policy. 

In the case of a motor vehicle accident claim
y an agreed amount to the insured in

organise with a repairer to repair the vehicle and p
ith a replacement vehicle or subsidise car hire for the in

• medical costs for the treatment of the inju

 
1B Section 38-60 was inserted by Tax and Superannuation Laws Amendment (2012 

Measures No. 1) Act 2012. See paragraphs 75A to 75D of this Ruling. 
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• other health services (including those listed in 
section 38-10, such as physiotherapy and 

puncture). 

ty (the supplier) to 
ts listed in 

o a supply is defined 
was made’. 

cipient of a supply is also the entity 
T Act also 

le supply can be made to one entity, but is 
provided to another entity. That is, a supply made to an entity under 

ntity. 

plies to result from a 

quisitions 
 entitlements to input tax credits on 

ust be ‘made’ to an entity for the 
 the requirements of 

ty is entitled to an 
n 11-5 provides 

ditable acquisition. 

if: 

 for a creditable 

is a taxable supply; 

• the entity provides, or is liable to provide, consideration 

• the entity is registered or required to be registered. 

editable acquisition 
t equal to the GST payable on the supply of the thing 

acquired. However, the amount of input tax credit is reduced if the 
acquisition is only partly for a creditable purpose or the entity 
provides, or is liable to provide, only part of the consideration for the 
acquisition.3 

18. In the context of insurance settlements, an insurer may be 
entitled to input tax credits in respect of payments made for 

                                                

acu

 

Division 9 – Taxable supply 
11. A taxable supply is made by one enti
another entity (the recipient) if all of the requiremen
section 9-5 are satisfied. A ‘recipient’ in relation t
in section 195-1 as ‘the entity to which the supply 

12. In most transactions, the re
who is provided with that supply. However, the GS
contemplates that a sing

an agreement may be provided to another e

13. Further, it is possible for two or more sup
single set of activities by a supplier.2 

 

Division 11 – Input tax credits on creditable ac
14. Division 11 deals with
creditable acquisitions. A supply m
entity to have a creditable acquisition satisfying
Division 11. 

15. Pursuant to section 11-20, a registered enti
input tax credit for any creditable acquisition. Sectio
for the meaning of a cre

16. An entity makes a creditable acquisition 

• it acquires anything solely or partly
purpose; 

• the supply of the thing to the entity 

for the supply; and 

17. The amount of the input tax credit for a cr
is the amoun

 
2 This is discussed in paragraphs 217 to 221 of GSTR 2006/9 Goods and services 

tax:  supplies. 
3 Sections 11-25 and 11-30. 
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acquisitions, for instance, motor vehicle repairs and replacement 

signed to 
ue of services 

e value of the 
t of the 

cing the insurer’s 
r section 78-10. 

t if the 
m it pays 

sing 

tment if the 
 pays under 

s less than the GST 
payable on the premium.6 The amount of the insurer’s decreasing 

ed if the insured has a partial entitlement to input 
occur where the insurance 

urpose. The amount 
 is also reduced to the extent (if any) the 

 non-creditable insurance event.8 

: 

• a payment of money and a supply, 

 supply is not treated as consideration for an 
urer.9 Therefore, the insurer is not entitled to an 

ade to the 
ment of the claim. 

, the payment or supply by the insurer is not 
consideration for a supply by the insured or any other entity that was 
entitled to an input tax credit on the premium for the policy.10 That is, 

                                                

goods. 

 

Division 78 – Special rules 
Decreasing adjustments 
19. The insurance provisions in Division 78 are de
ensure that an insurer will only pay GST on the val
provided by the insurer. The legislation measures th
insurance services by imposing GST on the full amoun
premiums collected by the insurer and then redu
GST by way of a decreasing adjustment unde

20. The insurer is entitled to a decreasing adjustmen
insured is not entitled to an input tax credit on the premiu
under the insurance policy.4 The amount of the decrea
adjustment is equal to 1/11th of the settlement amount.5 

21. The insurer is also entitled to a decreasing adjus
insured is entitled to an input tax credit on the premium it
the insurance policy, but that input tax credit i

adjustment is reduc
tax credits on premiums paid.7 This would 
policy was acquired only for a partly creditable p
of the decreasing adjustment
settlement relates to a

 

Insurance settlements 
22. If, in settlement of a claim, an insurer makes

• a payment of money; 

• a supply; or 

the payment or
acquisition by the ins
input tax credit in relation to the payment or supply m

settleinsured in 

23. Furthermore

 
4 Subparagraph 78-10(2)(b)(i). 
5 Subsection 78-15(1). 
6  Subparagraph 78-10(2)(b)(ii). 
7  Subsection 78-15(2). 
8  Subsection 78-15(3). What is a non-creditable insurance event is defined in 

subsection 78-10(3). 
9  Section 78-20. 
10 Section 78-45. 
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the insured does not have a GST liability on the payment or 
received from the insurer in settlement of a claim. Th
at or before a claim was first made under the policy since the 

supply 
is is provided that, 

last 
surer of its entitlement 
m it paid. 

surer of its 
r understates its 
 treated as 

or a supply by the insured to the extent of the 
understatement.11 The supply made by the insured is treated as a 

upply whether or not the entity is registered or required to be 

 a claim under an insurance policy, the insured 
ance excess to: 

 repairer or another 

e insurer, the 
redit. Similarly, if the 

p er who is acting as an agent of the insurer in respect of this 
payment, the insured is not entitled to an input tax credit. 

 the insured is required under the policy 
to pay an excess to the repairer or other supplier and that repairer or 

 acting as an agent of the 
e value of the 
redit in respect of 

ling with Explanation 

payment of a premium, the insured notified the in
to claim input tax credits for the insurance premiu

24. Where the insured does not inform the in
entitlement to an input tax credit on its premiums, o
entitlement, the payment or supply by the insurer is
consideration f

taxable s
registered, at the time of the settlement or at the time of the payment 
or supply by the insurer.12 

 

Excess payments 
25. In respect of
may be required to pay an insur

• the insurer; 

• at the direction of the insurer, to the
supplier; or 

• the repairer or another supplier. 

26. If the insured pays an excess directly to th
insured will not be entitled to claim an input tax c
insurer directs the insured to pay an excess to the repairer or another 
sup li

27. If, on the other hand,

supplier is not, in respect of the payment,
insurer, the insured has made an acquisition to th
excess and may be entitled to claim an input tax c
the payment.13 

 

Ru
Claims eligible under either Division 11 or Division 78 
28. If an insurer pays a supplier for providing goods, services or 
anything else to another entity in settling a claim under an insurance 
policy, then the insurer may be entitled to an input tax credit under 
Division 11 or, alternatively, a decreasing adjustment under 
Division 78. 

                                                 
11 Section 78-50. 
12 Subsection 78-50(3). 
13 Excess payments are discussed at paragraphs 104 to 115 of this Ruling. 
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29. When the insurer settles a claim and is entitled
credit under section 11-20, there is no entitlement to a
adjustment under sectio

 to an input tax 
 decreasing 

n 78-10. However, if the insurer has no 
nt may be 

e to both an 
tling a claim. 

surers decreasing 
 is only levied on the 

margin between insurance premiums and settlements. Consistent 
ntention, the Commissioner considers that there is no 

ce 

ble acquisition 
ired a thing 
even though 
or a third 

 to an input tax 
credit.15 

the insurer purchases replacement items and acquires title 
r a third 
oods and the 
uent supply of 

 party is not a taxable supply.16 

f payment of 
imburses the insured or a 

e insurer may 

ttlement of a claim, the insurer supplies to the insured 
h, for example, entitles the holder to a 

upplies up to a monetary value stated on the voucher 
 a taxable supply. 

sing adjustment on 
the supply of the voucher in settlement of a claim.19 

35.  If the insurer merely facilitates the payment as part of the 
settlement of an insurance claim or provides consideration for a 

                                                

entitlement to an input tax credit, a decreasing adjustme
available. 

30. It has been argued that an insurer may be eligibl
input tax credit and a decreasing adjustment when set
Division 78 reflects the legislative purpose to give in
adjustments on settlements to ensure that GST

with that i
titen lement to a decreasing adjustment where an insuran

settlement gives rise to an input tax credit for the insurer. 

 

Division 11 
. 31 Division 11 applies if an insurer makes a credita

from a supplier. In particular, the insurer must have acqu
solely or partly for a creditable purpose.14 This will apply 
the supply may be provided to another entity, the insured 
party. In this circumstance, the insurer will be entitled

32. If 
in the goods before supplying the goods to the insured o
party, then Division 11 applies to the acquisition of the g
insurer will be entitled to an input tax credit. The subseq
the goods to the insured or a third

 

Division 78 
33. If an insurer settles an insurance claim by way o
money to the insured or a third party, or re
third party for costs incurred, or to be incurred, then th
be entitled to a decreasing adjustment.17 

34. If, in se
or a third party a voucher whic
choice of s
(being a Division 100 voucher18), that supply is not

he insurer may be entitled to a decreaHowever, t

 
14 Paragraph 11-5(a). 
15 Refer to paragraphs 14 to 18 of this Ruling. 
16 Section 78-25. 
17 Section 78-10. 
18 Division 100 has special rules that apply to vouchers that come within the 

operation of the Division. 
19 Section 78-10. 
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supply by a supplier to the insured or a third party (which does not 
give rise to a taxable supply to the insurer), the
a creditable 

 insurer is not making 
acquisition and, therefore, has no entitlement to an input 

tax credit. However, the insurer may be entitled to a decreasing 

ts 
ents between the 

ing else and the 
ies are commonly 
rtite arrangement, 

ty under the terms of an 
 entity. For example, 

 repair the insured’s 
arrangement for two 

or more supplies to result from a single set of activities by a supplier. 

f the matters 
supply. 

 the supply or supplies 
whom a supply is 

rnatives available for settling 
 important to analyse the act or 

hen settling a claim to 
m and to whom. 

insurer in tripartite 

terisation; 

ided; 

 

 to provide, the consideration; 
and 

• whether there is a sufficient nexus between the 
n and the supply. 

40. The identification and characterisation of a supply may not 
necessarily be determined by the description given to it by the parties 
to an arrangement.21 However, where the parties have reduced their 
understanding of that arrangement to writing and the terms of the 
agreement are followed by the parties, that agreement is a significant 
factor in determining the supplies that have been made. 

                                                

adjustment. 

 

Acquisition of a supply in tripartite arrangemen
36. Insurance settlements may involve arrangem
insurer, the supplier of the goods, services or anyth
insured. Arrangements involving three or more part
referred to as tripartite arrangements. Under a tripa
it is possible that a supply is made to one enti
agreement, but the supply is provided to another
an insurer arranges with a supplier (or repairer) to
motor vehicle. It is also possible under a tripartite 

37. Tripartite arrangements can relate to any o
referred to in section 9-10, which discusses the meaning of 
The issue to be determined is how to identify
made in these arrangements and by whom and to 
made. 

38. An insurer has a number of alte
an insurance claim.20 Therefore, it is
transaction that the insurer enters into w
determine what supply is being made by who

39. Essentially, the GST consequences for the 
arrangements turn on the identification of: 

• a supply and its proper charac

• the recipient (acquirer) of the supply; 

• the entity to whom the supply is prov

• the consideration for that supply;

• who provides, or is liable

consideratio

 
20 Paragraph 7 of this Ruling. 
21 Radaich v. Smith (1959) 101 CLR 209 at 214. 
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41.  An examination of the surrounding circumstance
together with the agreement form the total fact situation,
for determining whether the agreement correctly records the supplies 

s, which 
 is relevant 

that are being made between the parties. This is discussed in 
Proposition 16 at paragraphs 222 to 246 of Goods and Services Tax 

 there is a 
angement 

o a third party. 

43. The identification and characterisation of supplies in tripartite 
arrangements are discussed in more detail in GSTR 2006/9. The 

 arrangements the 
 what 

entity 

g tripartite 
rovided to 

trast with the 
w of the 

 whom the supply is made) and 
o whom the 

ent where 
lier, such as a 

rom the 
gements, 

plies in tripartite 
s have received judicial consideration in the United 

Kingdom (UK), New Zealand (NZ) and in the Australian Full Federal 
Court decision in Federal Commissioner of Taxation v. Secretary to 
the Department of Transport (Vic)21A (Department of Transport). 

is Ruling. The Commissioner 

Customs and Excise Commissioners v. Redrow Group plc22 (Redrow) 
is that the entity that contracts for a supply from a supplier is the 
recipient of that supply, even if the supply is provided to another 
entity. 

 

                                                

Ruling GSTR 2006/9. 

 

42. In tripartite arrangements, it may be that the agreement, 
together with the surrounding circumstances, show that
binding obligation between the two parties making the arr
for goods, services or anything else to be provided t

discussion in that Ruling will assist in analysing the
insurer has entered into when settling claims to determine
supply is being made, by whom, and to whom. 

 

Supply made to one entity but provided to another 
44. In most transactions, the recipient of a supply is also the entity 

ho w is provided with that supply. However, in analysin
transactions, a supply can be made to one entity and p
another entity. The term ‘provided’ here is used to con
term ‘made’. It distinguishes between the contractual flo
supply to the recipient (the entity to
the actual flow of the supply to another entity (the entity t
supply is provided). 

45. This can be contrasted with a payment arrangem
the insurer meets an insured’s liability to pay a supp
repairer. In such cases, there is only one supply, that is, f
supplier to the insured. For a discussion of payment arran
refer to paragraphs 65 to 68 of this Ruling. 

46.  The identification and characterisation of sup
transaction

Some of these cases are discussed in th
considers that a principle that can be derived from UK cases such as 

 
21A [2010] FCAFC 84; 2010 ATC 20-196; (2010) 76 ATR 306. 
22 [1999] 2 All ER 13; [1999] STC 161; [1999] 1 WLR 408. 
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Insurer organises goods, services or anythi
provided to the insured 
47. In the context of an insurance settlement, an
arrange with a supplier to provide goods, services
the insured or a third party. We consider that, if an insurer ent
a binding obligation with a supplier to provide
or do something else for the insured o

ng else to be 

 insurer may 
 or anything else to 

ers into 
 goods, perform services 

r a third party in settlement of 
pply, the supplier is 
pply may be 

arty. 

re-existing 

lies by the 
blishes a liability 

pplier (not the insured or third party) in 
 that there is a supply by the supplier to the insured or third 

paragraph 64B of this Ruling). 

er makes an acquisition as defined in 
1-10 and the acquisition is a creditable acquisition where the 

ments of section 11-5 are satisfied. 

itted.]  

50. [Omitted.] 

ply is made, it is necessary to 
ctual and other 
ited and Viscount 

Reinsurance Company Limited v. HM Commissioners of Customs 
d Excise (WHA Ltd),24A Lord Justice Neuberger said that ‘one must 

ties have actually structured, and indeed, 
eir transaction or transactions’.24 He also agreed with 

on by Justice Lloyd that: 
the contractual position is not conclusive as to what taxable supplies 
are made to whom, but it must be the starting point.25 

56. An arrangement between the parties will be characterised not 
merely by the description given to the arrangement by the parties, but 

                                                

an insurance claim, and is liable to pay for that su
making a supply to the insurer, even though the su
provided to another entity, the insured or a third p

47A. Alternatively, an insurer may enter into a p
framework or agreement with a supplier which contemplates that the 
parties act in a particular manner in respect of supp
supplier to the insured or third party and which esta
owed by the insurer to the su
the event
party (see 

48. In these cases, the insur
section 1
require

49. [Om

51. [Omitted.] 

52. [Omitted.]  

53. [Omitted.] 

54. [Omitted.] 

 

Identifying binding obligations 
55. When identifying to whom a sup
look at the whole arrangement, including the contra
agreements made between the parties. In WHA Lim

an
look at the way the par
expressed, th
the observati

 
22 [Omitted.] 
23 [Omitted.] 
24A [2004] EWCA Civ 559; [2004] BVC 485. 
24 Paragraph 29 of WHA Ltd. 
25 Paragraph 35 of WHA Ltd. 
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by looking at the various transactions entered into and the 
is discussed 

ill be making a 
ly to an insurer where there is a binding obligation (either written 

plier to 
 or a third 

 insurer and 
mentation 

 situations, 
 other 
lies are to be 

s and that the insurer is 
 the total fact 

gation between the insurer 
 an insured or 

a urer, but the 
su  insured or the third party. 

or 
replacement goods, we consider that, if the insurer: 

nd instructs 
 done, or the goods 

ment 

imant may 
and 

• satisfies itself that the repairs have been done or the 
replacement goods have been supplied in accordance 

e, 

 between 
ether 

e 
payment made by the insurer is consideration for an acquisition made 
by the insurer for a supply that is provided to the insured or a third 
party. 

 

One activity may give rise to two or more supplies 
60. A supplier may undertake a single activity that results in more 
than one supply being made (see Proposition 15 at paragraphs 217 
to 221 of GSTR 2006/9). This is illustrated in Department of Transport 
and Redrow. 

circumstances in which the transactions are made. This 
in GSTR 2006/9. 

57. We consider that a repairer or other supplier w
supp
or oral) between the insurer and the repairer or other sup
provide goods, services or anything else to the insured
party. 
58. The existence of a binding obligation between the
a supplier may be evidenced by prior practice or by docu
that passes between the insurer and the supplier. In many
insurers will have agreements with approved repairers or
suppliers which specify that repair services or other supp
provided to insured entities or third partie
liable to pay for these supplies. Where an examination of
situation shows that there is a binding obli
and the supplier for goods or services to be provided to

third party, the supply is made by the supplier to the ins
pply is provided to the

59. In the context of an insurance claim for repairs to goods or f

• assesses the loss or damage to goods a
the supplier about the repairs to be
to be replaced; 

• agrees to the price for the agreed work or replace
goods with the supplier; 

• is liable for, and pays for, the agreed work or 
replacement goods (whether or not the cla
also be liable if the insurer does not pay); 

with the agreed terms and pric

there is a strong indication that a binding obligation exists
the insurer and the supplier. Such a binding obligation, wh
evidenced by written or oral agreement, will establish that th
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60A In Department of Transport the activity undertaken by the taxi 
er resulted in two 

to the passenger; and  

 service of 
senger.26A 

 new houses for 
 Redrow instructed an 

estate agent to value and market the existing home of each 
 an agreement with both 

that it would pay the 
ht a ‘Redrow’ 

d into a similar 
ay the agent’s 

 the event that their existing home was sold, but they 

ective purchaser 
nt’s services. The agent’s activities 

resulted in the agent making a supply of services to both Redrow and 

may be two 
airer), namely one 
he insured. This is 

stances, a supply 
 pre-existing 

r and the supplier. 
and having regard to the 

ted at paragraphs 221A to 221G of 
g factors, 

the insurer under a tripartite arrangement: 

mework or agreement between the 
insurer and the supplier which contemplates that the parties 
act in a particular manner in respect of supplies by the 
supplier to the insured or third party; 

(b) the pre-existing framework or agreement: 

(i) identifies a mechanism by which the insured or third 
party is to be identified such that the supplies made to 

                                                

operator of transporting the eligible passeng
supplies being made: 

(i) the supply of transport 

(ii) the supply to the Department of the
transporting the eligible pas

61. In Redrow, a builder, Redrow, constructed
sale. To expedite the sale of a ‘Redrow’ home,

prospective purchaser. Redrow entered into
the estate agent and the prospective purchaser 
estate agent’s fee, plus VAT, if the purchaser boug
home. 

62. The prospective purchaser also entere
agreement with the estate agent and was liable to p
commissions in
did not buy a ‘Redrow’ home. 

63. In Redrow, both Redrow and the prosp
contracted for the estate age

the prospective purchaser. 

64. In the context of an insurance claim, there 
supplies made by the supplier (such as a rep
supply to the insurer and a second supply to t
discussed at paragraph 107 of this Ruling. 

 
Identifying a pre-existing framework or agreement 
64A. Having regard to all of the facts and circum
may also be made to the insurer where there is a
framework or agreement between the insure
64B. In the context of an insurance claim 
relevant factors and discussion lis
GSTR 2006/9, the Commissioner considers that the followin
in combination, may point to a supply being made by the supplier to 

(a) there is a pre-existing fra

 
26A See paragraph 56 of the Full Federal Court judgment. 
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the insured or third party come within the 
pre-existing framework or agreement; and

(ii) specifies that the insurer is under an o

scope of the 
 

bligation to pay 

ut a 
horised; 

or 
ing the payment are in existence before the supply by 

the supplier 
ay some or all 

of the supply to the insured or 

ursuant to the 
administrative 
third party for a 

h the 
, the pre-existing 

wed by the 
 the supplier in the 

event that there is a supply by the supplier to the insured or 
third party. 

64C. Ultimately, it is a question of fact and degree whether a supply 
to the insurer can be identified (and for which the payment is 
consideration). If such a supply is identified the payment by the 
insurer is consideration for an acquisition made by the insurer. See 
Example 16A in paragraphs 132A to 132D of this Ruling. 
 

 

the supplier if there is a relevant supply by the supplier 
to the insured or third party and also sets o
mechanism by which such payment is aut

(c) the framework or agreement and the mechanism f
authoris
the supplier to the insured or third party (that is, 
knows in advance that the insurer is obliged to p
of the consideration in the event 
third party); 

(d) the supplier makes the supply to the insured or third party in 
conformity with the pre-existing framework or agreement 
between the insurer and the supplier; and 

(e) the obligation of the insurer to make payment p
pre-existing framework or agreement is not an 
arrangement to pay on behalf of the insured or 
liability owed by the insured or third party to the supplier. 
Rather, once the supply becomes a supply to whic
pre-existing framework or agreement applies
framework or agreement establishes a liability o
insurer (not the insured or third party) to
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Payments by third party entities (payment arran
65. If the insurer meets an insured’s liability to
the supplier taking on any other binding obligation
payment by the insurer is simply a payment by a
that is, the insurer. This payment arrangemen
fact that the supplier makes the supply to the insu
insurer. The insurer is not making an acquisition
and is not entitled to input tax credits for payme
supplier. It does not matter that the insure

gements) 
 the supplier without 
 to the insurer, the 

 third party entity, 
t does not change the 

red, and not to the 
 under Division 11 
nts made to the 

r and the supplier actually 
ther under an 

ices supplied to the 
t directly to the 
e insurer. 

 agreement for the 
plier and the 
the insured. The 
s not alter this. 

he supplier and the insurer 
or a pre-existing 

ty owed by the 

hird party (see 
between the supplier 

ent. 

re a person is injured 
rkers’ compensation 

surers will have 
oices for supplies 
ured person are 
though the 
ply of the medical 

ade to the injured 
rvices 

ed. 

umstances, the supply of the medical services to 
the injured person is a GST-free supply.26 Regardless of whether the 
supply to the injured person is a GST-free supply or a taxable supply, 
the workers’ compensation insurer is not entitled to claim an input tax 

be 
entitled to a decreasing adjustment (or may be entitled to only a 
limited decreasing adjustment) under Division 78, if the insured, for 
example the injured person's employer, can claim input tax credits on 
premiums paid under the policy. 

 

                                                

have arrangements in place before the event (whe
agreement or not) to pay for the goods or serv
insured or a third party, whether invoices are sen
insurer or whether costs are directly debited to th

66. A feature of these arrangements is that the
supply of the goods or services is between the sup
insured and that an obligation to pay remains with 
fact that the insurer meets the insured’s liability doe
There is no binding obligation between t
for the supply of goods or services to the insured, n
framework or agreement which establishes a liabili
insurer to the supplier (not the insured or third party) in the event that 
there is a supply by the supplier to the insured or t
paragraph 64B of this Ruling). The arrangement 
and the insurer remains that of a payment arrangem

67. Typical of a payment arrangement is whe
at work and seeks medical treatment under a wo
scheme. In some cases, workers’ compensation in
administrative arrangements in place where the inv
of hospital and ambulance services made to the inj
sent directly to the workers’ compensation insurer (
obligation to pay remains with the insured). The sup
and ambulance services can nevertheless be m
person and not to the insurer, with consideration for these se
being provided by the insurer on behalf of the insur

68. In those circ

credit in respect of the payments for medical and ambulance services 
because it has not made an acquisition. The insurer may not 

 
26 Subject to the requirements of the relevant section in Subdivision 38-B being met. 
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Agency 
69. For commercial law purposes, an agent is a perso
authorised, either expressly or impliedly, by a principal t

n who is 
o act for that 
 the principal 
 agent as a 

allow the insured to arrange or authorise repairs on behalf of the 
hether the insured is acting 

pairs. 

ty Ltd (Trendy) owns a small shopping arcade which 
fter business 

ed to the 
lice contact 

w presents a 

ic contains an 
ergency 

 of normal 
rendy to 
as Classic’s 

 a builder who 
 repairs to the building so that there is no 

ins 

 allowed to undertake the emergency 
as agent of 
dy, and not 
supply of 

ilder. 

74. Although Classic is not entitled to an input tax credit in respect 
of the repairs, it may have an entitlement to a decreasing adjustment 
under Division 78, but only if Trendy is not entitled to a full input tax 
credit on its insurance premium. 

form of an emergency repairs clause where the insured is acting as 
agent of the insurer. As noted above, this will be a question of fact in 
the particular circumstances. 

 

                                                

principal so as to create or affect legal relations between
and third parties. The principal is bound by the acts of an
result of the authority given to the agent.27 

70. In the context of an insurance claim, an insurance policy may 

insurer. It will be a question of fact as to w
as agent for the insurer in arranging or authorising the re

 

Example 1:  Insured is authorised to effect repairs 

71. Trendy P
is insured with Classic Insurance Company (Classic). A
hours, a truck reverses into an awning which is attach
building and is above a public thoroughfare. The po
Trendy about the damage done to the awning which no
danger to the public. 

72. The building insurance policy issued by Class
emergency repairs clause allowing Trendy to arrange em
repairs to the building where the damage occurs out
business hours. The particular clause, while allowing T
arrange emergency repairs, does not establish Trendy 
agent in making those arrangements. Trendy contacts
undertakes emergency
safety risk to the public. Trendy pays the builder and obta
reimbursement from Classic. 

73. Although Trendy is
repairs to the awning, Trendy has not been appointed 
Classic in the particular circumstances. Therefore, Tren
Classic, is entitled to an input tax credit in respect of the 
repairs made by the bu

75. In some circumstances, an insurance policy may contain a 

 
27 GST and Agency is discussed in GSTR 2000/37 Goods and services tax:  agency 

relationships and the application of the law. 
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GST-free health supplies made under tripartite 
75A. Under certain tripartite arrangements,
GST-free supply of goods or services to an individ
the supplier making a further supply to a third par
section 38-60, certain supplies made to an insu
c m

arrangements 
 an entity may make a 

ual which results in 
ty.28A Under 

rer, a statutory 
o pensation scheme operator or an operator of a compulsory third 

GST-free supplies 
n individual are 

red person that is 
 38-B (the 
ing the underlying 

ettling insurance 
ivate health insurance 
ich the insurer is an 

,  GST-free under subsection 38-60(1) to the extent that the 
f 

ompensation scheme 
ation under the 

a claim under an 
e policy.  

dividual that is either 
B (the underlying 

supply), a supply of the service of making the underlying supply by 
the entity to an operator of a compulsory third party scheme, is 
GST-free under subsection 38-60(2) to the same extent as the 
underlying supply. 

75D. However, the supplier and the recipient of the supply may 
agree for a supply not to be treated as GST-free under 

party scheme28B that arise when an entity makes 
of goods or services under Subdivision 38-B to a
GST-free.28C 

75B. Where an entity makes a supply to an insu
either wholly or partly GST-free under Subdivision
underlying supply), a supply of the service of mak
supply by the entity to an insurer, in the course of s
claims under an insurance policy (including pr
policies and taxable insurance policies) of wh
insurer is
underlying supply is GST-free. For the purposes o
subsection 38-60(1), an operator of a statutory c
is treated as an insurer and a claim for compens
statutory compensation scheme is treated as 
insuranc 28D

75C. Where an entity makes a supply to an in
wholly or partly GST-free under Subdivision 38-

section 38-60.28E 

 

                                                 
28A See paragraphs 60 to 64C of this Ruling which discuss when two or more 

rise from the one set of activities. 
28B Although not specifically applicable to insurance arrangements, certain supplies 

made to an Australian government agency that arise when an entity makes 
GST-free supplies of goods or services under Subdivision 38-B to an individual 
are GST-free under subsection 38-60(3). 

28C Section 38-60 was inserted by Tax and Superannuation Laws Amendment (2012 
Measures No. 1) Act 2012. Subsections 38-60(1), (2) and (3), and other 
associated amendments, apply in relation to supplies of services to insurers, 
operators of compulsory third party schemes, and Australian government agencies 
made on or after 1 July 2012. Subsection 38-60(4) applies in relation to 
agreements made before, on or after 1 July 2012. For further information see 
paragraphs 156A to 176H of GSTR 2006/9. 

28D See subsections 78-100(1) and (2). 
28E See subsection 38-60(4). 

supplies may a
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Reinstatement of goods by the insurer 
76. The insurer may settle claims for lost, stolen or damaged 

d or a third party with a voucher; 

placement goods and supplying them to 

 to the insured 
or a third party; or 

 reimbursing the insured or a third party with an agreed 
 for replacing or repairing the goods. 

 an insurer 
that, upon 

s the holder to supplies up to a monetary value 
ents of 

cher,28 the 
t for GST on 
oods and 

n on the GST 

alue voucher by 
re is no GST 

ble by that entity. The insurer is not entitled to an input tax credit 
on the acquisition of the voucher. When the face value voucher is 
redeemed, the entity that redeems the voucher for goods is liable for 
the GST on that supply based on the face value of the voucher.29 
However, the insurer may be entitled to a decreasing adjustment 
calculated in accordance with section 78-15. For the purposes of 
calculating the settlement amount in the method statement in that 
section, the GST inclusive market value of the voucher is its face 

                                                

goods by: 

• providing the insure

• acquiring re
the insured or a third party; 

• arranging for a supplier to provide goods

•
monetary value

 

Vouchers 
Vouchers subject to section 100-5 
77. As part of the settlement of an insurance claim,
may provide an insured or a third party with a voucher 
redemption, entitle
stated on the voucher. If the voucher satisfies the requirem
section 100-5, commonly referred to as a face value vou
entity that issues the face value voucher does not accoun
the supply of that voucher to the insurer. GSTR 2003/5 G
services tax:  vouchers, contains a detailed discussio
treatment of vouchers. 

78. If Division 100 applies, the supply of the face v
the entity to the insurer is not a taxable supply and the
paya

value. 

 

 
28 A letter of authorisation, which is a document provided by an insurer authorising or 

instructing a retailer or wholesaler to supply goods to an insured on the 
presentation of the letter, may be a face value voucher if it has a value stated on it. 

29 Refer to paragraphs 91 to 92 of GSTR 2003/5. Also, if change is given upon 
redemption of the voucher, refer to the discussion in paragraphs 110 to 115 of that 
Ruling. 
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Example 2:  Insurer provides a face value voucher

79. Mark’s house is damaged by fire. Mark is no
required to be registered for GST. F & R Insuranc

 to the insured 

t registered or 
e Co. (F&R) buys a 
enny’s) and supplies 
 be used to buy up 

pply of the face value 
edeems the face value 

 entitled to an input tax 
e voucher from Benny’s. 

However, F&R is entitled to a decreasing adjustment under 
 the claim, it supplies Mark with the 

/11th of the face 
 

section 100-5 
r in settlement of an 
red with a voucher 

d to the supply of 
rovide the insured 

 a face value 
and provides it to an insured as part of the 

 of the voucher by that 

ply of the voucher 

ply of the voucher 
 of the claim is not a taxable 

supply.30 

83. When the voucher is redeemed by the insured for the 
replacement goods, subsection 9-17(1)31A limits the consideration for 
the supply on redemption of the voucher to any additional 
consideration provided by the insured. If no additional consideration is 
provided by the insured, there is no consideration for the supply on 
redemption of the voucher. Therefore, it is not a taxable supply and 
no GST is payable by the entity that redeems the voucher. 

 

                                                

$5,500 face value voucher from Benny’s Store (B
that voucher to Mark. The face value voucher can
to $5,500 worth of goods that are sold by Benny’s. 

80. Benny’s is not liable for GST on the su
voucher to F&R but is liable for GST when it r
voucher for goods supplied to Mark. F&R is not
credit on the purchase of the face valu

Division 78 when, in settling
voucher. The decreasing adjustment is equal to 1
value of the voucher, that is, 1/11th of $5,500, or $500.

 

Vouchers not subject to 
81. Instead of providing a face value vouche
insurance claim, an insurer may provide the insu
that, upon redemption, will entitle the insure
replacement items. For example, the insurer may p
with a voucher to replace stolen goods. 

82. If an insurer purchases a voucher, not being
voucher, from an entity 
settlement of an insurance claim, the supply
entity to the insurer is a taxable supply if the requirements of 
section 9-5 are satisfied. GST is payable on the sup
by the entity and the insurer is entitled to an input tax credit on the 
acquisition of the voucher from the entity. The sup
by the insurer to the insured in settlement

 
30 Section 78-25. 
31A As inserted by Tax and Superannuation Laws Amendment (2012 Measures 

No. 1) Act 2012. Section 9-17 replaced former subsection 9-15(3). 
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Example 3:  Insurer provides a voucher that is not a fa
voucher 

84. Geoff makes a claim with F & R Insurance Co. (F&
stolen television set. F&R purchases a voucher, which i
value voucher, for specified goods, being a new televisio
Benny’s Store (Benny’s). F&R pays $990 for the vouche
mon

ce value 

R) for a 
s not a face 

n from 
r. There is no 

etary amount shown on the voucher. F&R is entitled to an input 
oucher and 

 of the voucher to 

er 
ff does not provide any additional 

consideration for the supply of the television. As no additional 
 is no consideration for the supply of 

 supply of the 

86. Under a general insurance policy, goods that have been 
he goods are replaced, the 

e insurer, 
ires the 

it under 
atisfied. 

87. Michael has his television set stolen. Michael is not registered 
$1,100 and supplies it 

r is entitled to an 
l to 1/11th of the 

hael, it does 
 decreasing 

 

Goods or se vices provided to the insured 
89. There are instances where the insurer pays the supplier to 
provide goods or services, for example, repairs, to the insured or a 
third party. If there is an arrangement between the insurer and the 
supplier that establishes binding obligations to provide supplies to the 
insured or a third party, there is an acquisition made by the insurer for 
which it may be entitled to an input tax credit. 

 

                                                

tax credit of $90 (1/11th of $990) on the purchase of the v
Benny’s accounts for the GST of $90 on the supply
F&R. 

85. F&R provides the voucher to Geoff who redeems the vouch
for a new television. Geo

consideration is provided, there
the television.31 Therefore, no GST is payable on the
television to Geoff. 

 

Acquisition of goods by the insurer 

damaged or stolen may be replaced. If t
insurer may purchase the goods, so that title passes to th
and then supply them to the insured. As the insurer acqu
goods, the insurer will be entitled to an input tax cred
Division 11 where the requirements of section 11-5 are s

 

Example 4:  Insurer supplies replacement goods 

for GST. His insurer buys a new television for 
to Michael in settlement of the claim. The insure
input tax credit on the purchase of the television equa
price, that is, 1/11th of $1,100, or $100. 

88. When the insurer supplies the television set to Mic
not make a taxable supply. Nor is the insurer entitled to a
adjustment. 

r

 
31 Subsection 9-17(1). 
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Example 5:  Insurer has agreement with supplier

90. If, in Example 4 above, the insurer contracts
and pays that supplier $1,100 to provide the television to
then the insurer is entitled to an input tax cred
to the supplier. The amount of the inpu

 to provide goods 

 with a supplier 
 Michael, 

it for the payment made 
t tax credit is 1/11th of the price 

(that is, 1/11th of $1,100, or $100). The entitlement only arises if the 
as an agreement with the supplier establishing binding 

y way of a cash 
payment to the insured or a third party, the insurer has not made a 
creditable acquisition and is not entitled to an input tax credit.32 

 decreasing adjustment under 
itlement to a full 

nt to insured 

otography business 
s GST turnover 

 insurance with 
sure applies to all 

s are broken into and a 
stolen. The camera is critical to 

to Opportunity 
nd lodges an 
already replaced the 

nput tax credits on its 

s: 

 receipt issued to 
ve the replacement cost 

• After assessing the details, BIZinsure approves the 
claim amount of $10,500 – that is, $11,000 
replacement cost less $500 excess. 

• BIZinsure issues a cheque to CaptureIT for $10,500. 

95. BIZinsure’s payment to CaptureIT is a payment in settlement 
of a claim under Division 78 and, because CaptureIT has no 
entitlement to input tax credits on its premiums, BIZinsure has a 
decreasing adjustment of $954.54 (that is, 1/11th of $10,500). 

                                                

insurer h
obligations to have the television provided to Michael. 

 

Cash settlements 
91. If the insurer settles the insurance claim b

However, the insurer will be entitled to a
Division 78 where the insured does not have an ent
input tax credit on the premium paid to the insurer. 

 

Example 6:  Insurer makes a cash settleme

92. CaptureIT Pty Ltd is a new professional ph
and is not registered for GST purposes as it expects it
to be less than $75,000. CaptureIT has contents
BIZinsure Pty Ltd. A $500 excess payable to BIZin
claims under the policy. 

93. CaptureIT’s business premise
professional photography camera is 
CaptureIT’s business needs and, as a result, CaptureIT purchases a 
replacement camera from a specialist supplier, Pho
Ltd, for $11,000. CaptureIT contacts BIZinsure a
insurance claim informing the insurer that it has 
camera and that it has no entitlement to i
insurance premiums. 

94. This starts the following sequence of event

• BIZinsure requests a copy of the
CaptureIT to assess and appro
of the camera. 

 
32 Section 78-20. 
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Example 7:  Insurer pays supplier on behalf of the insur
arrangement) 

96. Assume the same facts as in Example 6 a
instead of purchasing a replacement camera, Captur
order w

ed (payment 

bove, except that, 
eIT places an 

ith Photo Opportunity for a camera costing $11,000. 
lodges an insurance claim 

era from a 
supplier. 

97. 

 purchase order to 
placement cost of the 

• roves the 

• ms the 

ptureIT (our 
ou and 

confirm that we will pay you, on our 
00. 

 CaptureIT 
e excess). 

e full value of 

ent to Photo Opportunity, on behalf of 
CaptureIT, is a settlement payment under Division 78 and, because 

 credits on its premiums, 
4.54 (that is, 

ligation 
between an insurer and a supplier when the insurer enters the 
process after the insured has already placed an order with a supplier. 

pend on the facts. 

 

Supply of goods by the insured to the insurer 
100. If, in settling a claim under an insurance policy, the insured 
makes a supply of goods to the insurer, that supply is not a taxable 
supply.33 For example, where an insurer takes possession of salvage 
from an insured, there is no taxable supply made by the insured. 

                                                

CaptureIT contacts BIZinsure and 
informing them that it has ordered a replacement cam

The following process then occurs: 

• BIZinsure requests a copy of the
assess and approve the re
camera. 

After assessing the details, the insurer app
claim amount of $10,500 – that is, $11,000 
replacement cost less $500 excess. 

BIZinsure contacts Photo Opportunity and confir
following by fax: 

You have agreed to supply a camera to Ca
insured) under an agreement between y
CaptureIT. We 
insured’s behalf, an amount of $10,5

• BIZinsure pays the supplier $10,500 and
pays the supplier the balance of $500 (th

• Photo Opportunity supplies the goods to CaptureIT and 
issues a tax invoice to CaptureIT for th
the camera ($11,000). 

98. BIZinsure’s paym

CaptureIT has no entitlement to input tax
BIZinsure is entitled to a decreasing adjustment of $95
1/11th of $10,500). 

99. Note that it is possible for there to be a binding ob

This will de

 
33 Section 78-60. 
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Example 8:  Insurer makes a cash settlement to 
is written off in an accident 

101. Noni was involved in a car accident and he

an insured whose car 

r car written off. 
i’s insurance 

ich is $11,000 and, 
er written-off vehicle. 

to an input tax credit 
surer is 

not entitled to a decreasing adjustment for the $11,000 payment. 

e supply of the damaged vehicle by Noni to the insurer is 
34 and the insurer is not entitled to an input tax 

104. If the insured entity is required to pay an excess in respect of 
rer, it is not consideration for a 

an 
of the repairs. The 

 respect of the 

er at the direction of insurer 
, the insured pays the 

he 
 the excess is not 
n these 

circumstances, the payment of the excess is treated as part of the 
consideration paid by the insurer for the supply of repair services 
made by the repairer to the insurer. 

As a consequence, the insurer is entitled to an input tax credit 
e GST payable on the full cost of the repairs. The corollary is 
he insured is not entitled to an input tax credit in respect of the 
ss paid to the repairer. The insurer will also have an increasing 
tment in respect of the amount of the excess received from the 

insured.39 

 

                                                

She makes a claim under her insurance policy. Non
company pays her the agreed value of the car wh
as part of the settlement, takes possession of h

102. Noni is registered for GST and is entitled 
on the payment of her insurance premium. Therefore, her in

103. Th
not a taxable supply

35credit.  

 

Excess payments 
Excess paid directly to insurer 

an insurance claim directly to the insu
36supply by the insurer to the insured.  The insurer is entitled to 

input tax credit for the GST payable on the full cost 
insurer will also have an increasing adjustment in
amount of the excess received.37 

 

Excess paid to repair
105. Similarly, if, at the direction of the insurer
excess to the repairer, and the repairer is acting as agent of t
insurer in respect of this payment, the payment of
consideration for a supply made to the insured.38 I

106. 
for th
that t
exce
adjus

 
34 Section 78-60. 
35 Section 11-20. 
36 Section 78-55. 
37 Section 78-18. 
38 Section 78-55. 
39 Section 78-18. 
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Excess paid directly to repairer 
107. If, on the other hand, the insured is liable under th
pay the excess to the repairer, and the repairer is not act
of the insurer, the excess will be consideration for the s
repairer is making to the insured. This is consistent with t
of Appeal decision in Brown & Davis Ltd v. Galbraith

e policy to 
ing as agent 

upply the 
he UK Court 
here it was 

e insurance 
ere was a 

uiring the 
excess under 

sideration for 
ess by the 

led to an 
umstance, the repairer will be required to 

provide a tax invoice in respect of the services made to the insured if 

 for the GST 
 pay, for the 

xcello 
he vehicle is a utility which Billy uses 80% 

T inclusive 
ash Repairs 

surer’s obligation is limited 
to the extent of the repairs less the excess of $110. Excello’s liability 
to Fixitup for the cost of the repairs is $5,390, while Billy’s liability to 

e excess ($110). 

f $490 (1/11th of 
g a 
claim an 
f his payment 

                                                

40 w
held that, although the primary contract was between th
company and the repairer for a supply of repair services, th
second contract between the insured and the repairer req
insured to pay for the repairs only to the extent of the 
the policy.41 

108. The payment of the excess by the insured is con
the supply of repair services to the value of the exc
repairer. The insured, if registered for GST, may be entit
input tax credit. In this circ

requested. 

109. The insurer is entitled to an input tax credit
payable to the extent that the insurer pays, or is liable to
supply of the repairs made to it. 

 

Example 9:  Excess paid to repairer 

110. Billy has a motor vehicle insurance policy with E
Insurance Co (Excello). T
for business purposes. Billy has a minor accident. The GS
cost of the repairs, as agreed between Fixitup Sm
(Fixitup) and Excello, is $5,500. 

111. Under the insurance policy, the in

Fixitup is for th

112. Excello is entitled to claim an input tax credit o
$5,390) in respect of its payment to Fixitup. Billy is makin
creditable acquisition of repair services and is entitled to 
input tax credit of $8 (80% of 1/11th of $110) in respect o
to Fixitup. 

 

 
40 [1972] 3 All ER 31. 
41 In Brown & Davis Ltd v. Galbraith, the issue was whether there was an implied 

contract between the insured and the repairer to pay for the main cost of the 
repairs in the event that the insurance company did not pay those costs. When the 
insurance company went into liquidation, the repairer sought to recover the main 
costs of the repairs from the insured. It was held that there was no implied contract 
between the insured and the repairer in respect of these costs. Rather, there were 
two contracts, one between the insurance company and the repairer whereby the 
insurance company undertook to pay the main repair costs and the second 
between the insured and the repairer whereby the insured would pay the excess to 
the repairer. 
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Example 10:  Excess paid to insurer 

113. Assuming the same facts from Example
is liable under the agreement with Fixitup for the tot
repairs ($5,500), and Billy is required to pay the ex
Exce

 9, except that Excello 
al cost of the 

cess ($110) to 
llo. Excello is entitled to an input tax credit of $500 (1/11th of 

redit because neither 
hich the excess is 

in respect of the 
asing adjustment is 

1/11  of $110, or $10, meaning that the insurer will have a net input 

equired to pay the 
insurer. 

ers’ compensation scheme 
lement under such a scheme) are treated in the same 

nd a settlement of a 
ase if the cover 

surance policy’ 
 Tax System 

 against the 
on insurer accepts 

er may pay for certain 
. The same issues in 

he payment of similar benefits as for other general insurance 
settlements arise. Whether the payment is subject to Division 11 or 
Division 78 depends on whether there is a binding obligation between 
the insurer and the supplier to provide goods and/or services to the 
insured’s employee or a pre-existing framework or agreement between 
the insurer and the supplier (see paragraph 64B of this Ruling) which 

 a supply being made by the supplier to the insurer.43A 

118. Various examples dealing with workers’ compensation claims 
are discussed below. 

 

                                                

$5,500). Billy has no entitlement to an input tax c
Excello nor Fixitup has made a supply to Billy for w
consideration. 

114. Excello also has an increasing adjustment 
excess paid by the insured to Excello.42 The incre

th

tax credit of $490. 

115. The same result will apply if the insured is r
excess to the repairer at the direction of, or on behalf of, the 

 

Workers’ compensation 
116. Payments towards or under a work
(and any sett
manner as payments for an insurance policy (a
claim under an insurance policy). This is only the c
offered by the scheme is within the definition of an ‘in
in section 195-1 or listed in Schedule 10 of the A New
(Goods and Services Tax) Regulations 1999 as a ‘statutory 
compensation scheme’. 

117. If an employee makes a compensation claim
employer and the employer’s workers’ compensati
liability for the workplace injury, then the insur
goods and services to be provided to the employee
relation to t

results in

 
42 Subsection 78-18(3). 
43A The insurer will not be entitled to an input tax credit for an acquisition that is 

supplied to the insurer as a GST-free supply under subsection 38-60(1) – see 
paragraph 11-5(b). The application of subsection 38-60(1) is discussed at 
paragraph 75B of this Ruling. 
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Example 11:  Medical costs 

119. Sam’s employee, Nick, is injured at work on 1 M
is registered for GST and claims a full input tax credit fo
compensation insurance premium. Nick receive

ay 2013. Sam 
r his workers’ 

s treatment at the 
ill. After receiving 

cy), Sam’s 

tionship or binding 
he insurer has 
ntitled to an 

he payment is made as a 
reimbursement in settlement of an insurance claim. 

 not entitled to a decreasing adjustment under 
edit on the 

urs taxi fares 
ement 

xi fares. The 

123. Division 11 does not apply to the reimbursement made to Nick 
as the insurer does not have any binding agreement with the taxi 

s not made a creditable acquisition. 

Division 78. 
djustment 

dit for his 

medical services 

125. Nick needs physiotherapy treatment. Nick is instructed by the 
workers’ compensation insurer to make an appointment with Anne, a 
nominated physiotherapist of the workers’ compensation insurer. 
Under the agreement that Anne has with the insurer, she is required 
to provide ‘appropriate treatment’ to Nick and invoice the insurer in 
respect of services. Therefore, there is a binding obligation between 
the insurer and Anne that requires Anne to provide physiotherapy 
services to Nick. 

local doctor’s surgery for his injury and pays the b
the claim (and accepting liability under the insurance poli
insurer reimburses Nick for the doctor’s bill. 

120. The insurer has no contractual rela
agreement for the supply of medical services to Nick. T
not made an acquisition for GST purposes and is not e
input tax credit under Division 11. T

121. The insurer is
Division 78 because Sam is entitled to a full input tax cr
workers’ compensation insurance premium. 

 

Example 12:  Travel costs 

122. In attending the local doctor’s surgery, Nick inc
that are GST inclusive. Nick seeks and receives a reimburs
from Sam’s workers’ compensation insurer of the ta
payment is in settlement of an insurance claim. 

company (the supplier) and ha

124. The reimbursement falls for consideration under 
However, the insurer is not entitled to a decreasing a
because Nick’s employer is entitled to a full input tax cre
workers’ compensation insurance premium. 

 

Example 13:  Other 
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126. For the purposes of subsection 38-60(1), Sa
compensation insurer, as an operator of a statutory
scheme, is treated as an insurer and Nick’s claim f
treated as a claim under an insurance policy.

m’s workers’ 
 compensation 

or compensation is 
 Anne makes a supply 

ly of physiotherapy 
s GST-free under 
r the worker’s 

s employer. 
eement to treat the 

r as not being GST-free. The supply 
that Anne makes to the insurer is therefore GST-free under 

reasing adjustment is not available to the 
ull input tax credit for 

l specialist services 

 is referred to the 
mpensation insurer for 

on between the 
t to examine Nick and 

128. The supply of the report by the specialist is not a GST-free 
ical service under Subdivision 38-B regardless of 

supply to the 
 by the specialist. It 

is entitled to an 
ion. 

ss centre. There is 
sation insurer and 

rovide services to 
pply from the fitness 

 Therefore, the insurer is entitled to an input tax 
credit in respect of the payments made to the fitness centre under 
Division 11. 

bligation between the 
centre for the supply of services, the payment 

by the insurer to the fitness centre would be a payment in settlement 
of a claim and Division 11 would not apply. Additionally, the insurer 
would not be entitled to a decreasing adjustment under Division 78 
because Nick’s employer is entitled to a full input tax credit for his 
workers’ compensation premium. 

 

                                                

43B

to the insurer being the service of making the supp
treatment to Nick. The supply Anne makes to Nick i
section 38-10 and is made for settling a claim unde
compensation insurance policy the insurer issued to Nick’
The insurer and Anne have not entered into an agr
supply Anne makes to the insure

subsection 38-60(1). A dec
insurer because Nick’s employer is entitled to a f
his workers’ compensation insurance premium. 

 

Example 14:  Medica

127. Due to the time Nick has had off work, he
nominated medical specialist of the workers’ co
a report on his condition. There is a binding obligati
insurer and the specialist requiring the specialis
provide a report on his condition. 

supply of a med
whether it is supplied to Nick or to the insurer. The 
insurer of the specialist’s report is a taxable supply
is also a creditable acquisition by the insurer who 
input tax credit in respect of the creditable acquisit

 

Example 15:  Rehabilitation 

129. As part of Nick’s therapy, he attends a fitne
a binding obligation between the workers’ compen
the fitness centre requiring the fitness centre to p
the insurer’s clients, such as Nick. There is a su
centre to the insurer.

130. However, if there was not a binding o
insurer and the fitness 

 
43B See subsection 78-100(1) and (2). 
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Example 16:  Massage services 

131. As part of Nick’s therapy, he goes to a masseuse
workers’ compensation insurer informs Nick that he sho
masseuse mentioned on the insurer’s list of preferr
because the insurer has a

. The 
uld attend a 

ed masseuses 
n administrative arrangement with each of 

yment. 
 supply of 

 masseuse to Nick 
ork or 
 involves the 

ment to pay 
sseuse. 

angement between the insurer and the masseuse 
does not give rise to any supply to the insurer. Therefore, the insurer 

x credit in respect of payments to the 
ent 

workers’ 

entioned on 
e insurer has an 

eement with 
use an agreed fee 

 employee. 

 seeks 
ursuant to the 
icable to the 
 to the 

d’s employee. Upon receipt of the authorisation, the masseuse 
greed fee. 

ntemplated that 
ssage 

 third parties, including the processes for authorisation of 
is liable for 

 authorised), the circumstances surrounding the 
payment by the insurer to the supplier are such that there is a supply 
of the service of supplying a massage made by the masseuse to the 
insurer. 

132D. Assuming the other elements of section 9-5 are met, the 
supply by the masseuse to the insurer is a taxable supply. 44A The 
                                                

those masseuses to forward invoices to the insurer for pa
However, it is Nick that has the liability to pay for the
massage services made to him. 

132. The supply of the massage services by the
is a taxable supply.44 While there is a pre-existing framew
agreement surrounding the payment by the insurer which
supplier and Nick, it is merely an administrative arrange
on behalf of Nick for a liability owed by him to the ma
Accordingly, the arr

is not entitled to an input ta
masseuse. Also, there is no entitlement to a decreasing adjustm
as the employer is entitled to a full input tax credit for its 
compensation premium. 

 

Example 16A: Massage services 

132A. In contrast to Example 16 above, the workers' compensation 
insurer informs Nick that he should attend a masseuse m
the insurer's list of approved masseuses because th
agreement with each of those masseuses. Under the agr
the masseuse the insurer is liable to pay the masse
if there is a supply of the relevant service to the insured’s

132B. When Nick goes to the masseuse, the masseuse
authorisation from the worker’s compensation insurer (p
agreement) that the insurer will pay the relevant fee appl
massage service before there is the supply of the service
insure
duly supplies the massage services to Nick for the a

132C. In view of the pre-existing agreement which co
the parties act in a particular manner with respect to ma
supplies to
the payment by the insurer and the fact that the insurer 
such payment (once

 
44 These services do not meet the requirements of section 38-10 and therefore are 

not GST-free. 
44A As the supplies the masseuse makes to Nick are not GST-free under 

Subdivision 38-B, the supply the masseuse makes to the insurer is not GST-free 
under subsection 38-60(1). 
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insurer, in turn, is entitled to an input tax credit under Division 11 for 
the fee paid to the masseuse, assuming the other elements of section 

es may be 
ple, its own 

r may also incur other expenses when 
used by his own negligence, 

rivate investigation 
 to an entitlement to 

he workers’ 
mpensation insurer is ordered or agrees to pay for Nick’s legal 

costs, then the legal costs will form part of the settlement and are 
 Division 11. However, the insurer is 

ployer is entitled 
n insurance 

ample 18:  Workers’ compensation settlement 

. Alexis, a building society employee, is injured in a car accident 
loyer’s workers’ compensation 

otalling $25,000 and also pays 
r behalf. The building society has 

’ compensation 

 the following lump 

irment. 

ent in respect of 
is totalling $345,000 (weekly benefits 

$25,00  and lump sum $270,000). The 
amount of the decreasing adjustment is calculated in accordance with 
the formula in subsection 78-15(2), namely: 

1/11  ×  Settlement amount  ×  [1 – extent of employer’s input tax credit] 

138. Subsection 78-15(4) provides the method statement for 
calculating the settlement amount. The settlement amount is: 

the sum of the payments of money  ×  11/(11- employer’s extent of input tax credit) 

The settlement amount is therefore: 

$345,000  ×  11/[11- 0.22] = $352,040 

11-5 are met. 

 

Example 17:  Legal and related costs 

133. Further to the above example, legal expens
incurred by the workers’ compensation insurer, for exam
legal costs. The insure
determining whether Nick’s injury was ca
for example, legal representation and advice, p
costs and medical reports. These costs give rise
input tax credits under Division 11. 

134. If, as part of the settlement with Nick, t
co

considered under Division 78, not
not entitled to a decreasing adjustment as Nick’s em
to a full input tax credit for its workers’ compensatio
premiums. 

 

Ex

135
while travelling to work. Her emp
insurer pays Alexis weekly benefits t
medical expenses of $50,000 on he
an input tax credit entitlement of 22% on its workers
premiums. 

136. As a result of her injuries, Alexis is awarded
sum payout: 

• $150,000 for economic loss; and 

• $120,000 for permanent impa

137. The insurer is entitled to a decreasing adjustm
the amount paid to Alex

0, medical expenses $50,000
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139. Now section 78-15(2), the 
amount of the decreasing adjustment that the insurer can claim is: 

3 

s 79 and 80 apply to compulsory third party (CTP) 
motor vehicle schemes. The principles outlined above apply equally 

r’s entitlement to an input tax credit 

r is hit by 
k strain and 
 operator of 

rer refers Scott to a 
between the 

t supplied 
ade under 

 and the 
the supply 
ree. 

142. In this scenario, the chiropractor is supplying a service to the 
 service by the chiropractor to the CTP 
ection 38-60(2) to the extent that the 

ee under 
 input tax 

Division 11 to the extent that the service it acquires from 
the chiropractor is a taxable supply. 

 using the above formula in sub

1/11  ×  $352,040  ×  [1-0.22] = $24,96

 

Compulsory third party motor vehicle insurance 
140. Division

in determining the CTP insure
under Division 11. 

 

Example 19:  Supply to CTP insurer 

141. While stopping at a set of traffic lights, Scott’s ca
David’s car on 1 April 2013. Scott sustains a minor nec
makes a claim against David’s CTP insurer (that is, the
the compulsory third party scheme). The CTP insu
chiropractor for treatment. There is a binding obligation 
CTP insurer and the chiropractor concerning the treatmen
to Scott. The supply the chiropractor makes to Scott is m
the compulsory third party scheme. The CTP insurer
chiropractor have not entered into an agreement to treat 
the chiropractor makes to the insurer as not being GST-f

CTP insurer. The supply of the
insurer is GST-free under subs
underlying supply by the chiropractor to Scott is GST-fr
Subdivision 38-B. The CTP insurer is only entitled to an
credit under 
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